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Chapter III

Surface Electron Waveguide

Behaviour in Electron Energy

Loss Spectra

Abstract:

Angle-resolved reection electron energy loss spectra on in-situ

cleaved single crystalline materials, exhibit a complete suppres-
sion of the elastic scattering intensity at selected primary elec-
tron momenta and subsequent relative enhancement of the loss
features. We show that the momentum and energy dependence
of this behaviour corresponds to the pre-emergence conditions
for Bragg beams. At the resulting surface electron waveguide
conditions the reection goes to zero. The pre-emergent di�rac-
tion conditions can also be ful�lled by secondary electrons. At
primary energies above the threshold conditions and in spectro-
scopies like photoemission these waveguide conditions appear as
apparent internal sources of constant kinetic energy electrons.
The e�ect will be illustrated by discussion of the energy loss re-
sults obtained on Sr2CuO2Cl2, NiO and WSe2.
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38 III. Surface Electron Waveguide Behaviour ...

III.A Introduction

About three decades ago very strong �ne structure was observed in low energy
electron di�raction (LEED) studies[1, 2, 3], which could not be explained within
standard electron scattering theory. The �ne structure is the result of what is
generally referred to as a \surface resonance". Strong momentum dependent res-
onant e�ects have been observed in electron scattering on adsorbates[4]. These
resonances, based on temporary trapping of the incoming electron in an unoccu-
pied state of the molecule, currently draw a lot of attention in electron spectro-
scopic studies. In an adsorbate study of H on W(100) Ho, Willis and Plummer[5]
have shown that substrate related surface resonance e�ects mentioned earlier, can
appear and should not be confused with temporary negative ion resonances.

Their resonance assignment is based on the pioneering work by E.G. McRae[2]
who has intensively studied resonances appearing in target current and elastic
scattering measurements on clean and oxygenated surfaces in the 1960s and 1970s.
At selected incoming momentum conditions of the primary electrons, a combina-
tion of scattering geometry and kinetic energy, Bragg di�raction was shown to
take place in such a way that the resulting momentum is parallel or nearly paral-
lel to the surface. The perpendicular component of the electron wavevector after
di�raction is too small to conquer the surface potential barrier which extends into
vacuum. The total energy of the electron is still well above the vacuum level.

In this Chapter we demonstrate that these waveguide-like conditions can re-
sult in a total suppression of the elastically scattered beam in Electron Energy
Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) experiments, resulting in a strong relative enhance-
ment of the energy loss structures. The Ewald sphere[6] de�ned by the total
wavevector k of the incoming electron, is in this case tangent with the reciprocal
lattice rod corresponding to lattice vector gk of the surface Brillouin zone. We
will also argue that for electrons originating in the solid as in photoemission, the
same conditions have exactly the opposite e�ect, resulting in peaks with apparent
resemblance to monochromatic sources of electrons. This e�ect results from (mul-
tiple) inelastically scattered electrons in the solid, ending up in this waveguide
conditions in which they have the advantage of numerous attempts at escaping
into vacuum. They will eventually succeed with a large probability because of
elastic scattering from defects or a second Bragg di�raction. The process gener-
ally called surface resonance corresponds to the direct excitation of the waveguide
condition, the non-resonant inelastic excitation is however, as will be shown, at
least as important.

III.B Surface Resonance E�ects in Electron Scattering
and Emission Experiments

Electron scattering on crystal surfaces is the origin of a number of important
experimental methods. Information can be achieved over a wide region of ener-
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Figure III.1: Electron con�nement in a region close but outside the crystal spanned

by the surface and the surface potential corresponding to the lower and upper horizontal

line respectively.

gies with an electronic structural or crystal structural character. As they share
a common basis, processes exist which result in �ngerprints in all electron scat-
tering techniques. Pre-emergent Bragg di�raction is one of them. At momentum
dependent conditions Bragg di�raction of impinging electrons results in elec-
trons running (nearly) parallel to the surface. These conditions contribute to
the achievement of a resonance which is known under a variety of names, like:
electronic surface resonance scattering, electronic bound-state resonance, surface-
state resonance, surface wave resonance and surface barrier resonance. The pro-
cess is characteristic for scattering on crystal surfaces and as such also known
in atom scattering experiments[7]. We will focus on the e�ects that appear in
electron scattering in the low energy range (< 50 eV). As one of the standard
works on this �eld the review paper \Electronic Surface Resonances of Crystals"
from E.G. McRae[2] contains a clear overview of both the experimental and the-
oretical achievements up to 1978. Here we will introduce the basic elements of
this part of electron scattering with respect to the results presented in this thesis,
for detailed information the review papers by McRae[2], Jones and Jennings[3]
and the references therein act as a good starting point.

Bragg di�raction parallel to the surface would not have a strong inuence if
there were no conditions that con�ne electrons in a region near the surface. In-
coming electrons that scatter elastically at a surface will always return to vacuum
in the specular direction, as is indicated by the dashed arrow in Fig. III.1. As
the Bragg di�raction process transports a part of the perpendicular component
of the wavevector to the parallel component resulting in k?

k, not all electrons can
conquer the surface potential barrier if they move from near the crystal towards
vacuum. When the part of the electron energy associated with the normal com-
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Figure III.2: The emergent energy level E1gk(kk) and energy eigenvalue e1 depicted

against the laterally averaged idealized potential U(z) near the surface.

ponent of momentum (E?
?) is below the vacuum level, it is not possible to escape

into vacuum and it is reected backwards, as is shown in Fig. III.1. Elastic re-
ection at the surface atoms and forbidden gaps in the electronic structure can
complete a surface well between the surface barrier and crystal surface. Once the
electrons are con�ned in this region outside, but close and parallel to the surface,
they can only escape via elastic scattering at defects, inelastic scattering or Bragg
di�raction. It is clear that the surface electronic structure and the shape of the
surface potential barrier play an important role in the description of the resonant
e�ect. A distinction should be made in these inuences for two cases that can ex-
ist. A resonance in the SO situation can be directly compared to standard surface
states[8], only having a large group velocity parallel to the surface. The e�ective
potential near the surface atoms dominates over the long-range part of the sur-
face potential that extends into vacuum. This is opposite to resonances described
by the weak overlap(WO) picture. Resemblance of the WO picture with models
that describe surface states of particles trapped in their image potential well is
large. In this case the long range part of the potential is important, while the
periodic potential variation due to the shorter-range e�ects of surface atoms has
a secondary role only. The surface potential at large distances from the surface
is determined by the image potential. Whereas the SO resonance electron den-
sity is centered at the �rst plane of atoms, the corresponding region in the WO
description is centered outside this layer. The character of the surface resonance
band structure in the WO case corresponds in �rst order to free electron motion
in the two dimensions parallel to the surface. As the WO picture with the two
dimensional free electron like behaviour corresponds to most of the resonances
observed so far, we will focus on this description.

Within the framework of the two-dimensional free-electron description the
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electron energies relative to vacuum consist of two independent energy parts,
corresponding to the parallel and the perpendicular component of the wavevector
relative to the surface plane. The contributions correspond to a kinetic energy
part parallel to the surface and a perpendicular contribution given by the energy
eigenvalue (en), corresponding to the surface state solution of the Schr�odinger
equation for the surface potential, see Fig. III.2.

Eng(kk) = Ek(kk) + E? = E1gk(kk) + en (III.1)

with gk indicating the in-plane reciprocal lattice vector and n the surface state
index. The parallel kinetic energy component for the considered scattering ge-
ometry is given by

E1gk(kk) =
�h2

2m

�
j kk + gk j2

�
(III.2)

The surface potential is averaged over the crystal surface and as such only
dependent on the distance along the surface normal(z). The solutions of the
Schr�odinger equation for this potential are the wavefunctions  n(z). As the en-
ergies in equation III.1 are relative to vacuum, the negative value of the energy
eigenvalue en corresponding to  n(z) is the binding energy of the n

th surface state
relative to the emergent energy. In experimental results this process will only ap-
pear above certain threshold energies, with at the low energy side a Rydberg-like
series of surface states converging towards the emergence threshold. Fine struc-
ture preceding the threshold energy has been found up to n=4 in LEED intensity
spectra on W(100)[9] and W(110)[10]. The electron spin dependence in electronic
surface resonances occurring in experiments on W(100) has been reported and
discussed by McRae et al.[11].

A theoretical model that separately takes into account all the scattering and
di�raction processes during the resonance process is the layer multiple-scattering
description. Elastic electron scattering at a crystal surface is considered as a mul-
tiple scattering process at two layers formed by the surface potential and the bulk
crystal. The bulk crystal layer terminates the crystal at a plane located around
one-half of one atom layer spacing outside the center of its outermost atom layer.
The di�raction components that play a role in both processes are illustrated in
Fig. III.3 of which some parts were already introduced in Fig. III.1 although with-
out labels. The resonant(left panel) and direct(right panel) situation are given
for both reection and emission injected waveguides. S and T o are scattering
amplitude factors for the surface and bulk regions, respectively, all of which are
functions of E and kk. Subscripts gg0 refer to the di�raction process accompa-
nied by a parallel momentum change (g0 � g), superscripts I, II, III, and IV in
Fig. III.3 indicate transmission or reection amplitudes at the surface region. In
the resonant reection case the resonance contribution for the specular reection
amplitude Too can be determined by multiplying the individual contributions like,
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oo with j = 0; 1; ::: (III.3)
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Figure III.3: Decomposition of resonance scattering into individual di�raction pro-

cesses. The region enclosed by the broken lines can be repeated. The upper horizontal

line corresponds to position z1 in Fig. III.2 the lower horizontal line represents the

crystal surface. Reproduced from E.G. McRae, 1979.

Summing over the resonance contributions and the corresponding direct process
gives,

Too = SIII
oo + SIV

oo T
o
ooS

I
oo + SIV
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ggT

o
goS

I
oo=(1� T o

ggS
II
gg) (III.4)

In this way a description of the specular reection amplitude as a function of E
and kk can be obtained. The same consideration can be made for the electron
emission situation. In this case Fg is the amplitude of emission from the crystal
with parallel momentum (kk + gk). It is also in this context that the relative
phase of the di�raction processes comes in.

In original surface resonance theories electron con�nement in image-potential
states was required to explain the �nestructure in electron di�raction. Detailed
theoretical studies showed however that multiple-scattering theory was capable
to derive a Rydberg-like series of surface states without the inclusion of image-
potential states. Bound surface states can occur when the sum of the change in
phase at crystal and barrier is equal to integer multiplications of 2�. Elastic scat-
tering intensity variation that results from resonance e�ects is mainly determined
by interference between the resonance and the direct process. The inclusion of
image-potential states resulted in minor changes in the energy and shape of the
surface states. As a result the inuence of image-potential states is di�cult to
prove and as such still a point of discussion. The importance of the interference
between the directly reected and internally reected wave has been �rst stressed
by Dietz, McRae and Campbell[12] and later in detail discussed by Le Boss�e
and co-workers[13]. Dependent on the resonance/direct process ratio a variety of
resonance line shapes can occur. The general aspects of beam threshold e�ects
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Figure III.4: Resonance and direct mechanisms in electron scattering processes. Re-

produced from E.G. McRae, 1979.

in electron scattering described by the use of interference in multiple scattering
theory are discussed by Gaubert et al.[14].

The resonance can occur in combination with a variety of scattering processes
as is depicted in the left part of Fig. III.4. The equivalent direct processes are
indicated in the right part of the �gure. Elastic reection is labelled (a), in-
elastic reection (b), elastic emission (c), and inelastic emission (d). The wiggle
indicates the multiple scattering waveguide condition, straight arrows denote in-
cident or elastically scattered electron waves, broken arrows denote inelastically
scattered electron waves. Open circles denote elastic scattering with change of
parallel momentum, �lled circles denote elastic scattering with or without change
of parallel momentum, and open squares denote inelastic scattering. Situations
labelled (a) and (c) correspond to the situations considered in Fig. III.3. The
waveguide can be injected by an electron incident from vacuum[(a),(b)] or from
the crystal[(c),(d)], and can decay by an elastic channel[(a),(c)] or an inelastic
channel[(b),(d)].

Among the techniques in which �ngerprints of waveguide behaviour have been
reported the most important ones are High Energy Electron Di�raction, Low
Energy Electron Di�raction (pattern and I-V curves), net current low energy
reection, Secondary Electron Emission, PhotoEmission Spectroscopy and Elec-
tron Energy Loss Spectroscopy(EELS). We will briey discuss the main results
regarding the observations of waveguide behaviour. The most important tech-
nique till now has been I-V characteristics performed with LEED equipment.
The curve of current(I) versus kinetic energy/acceleration potential(V ) contains
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a wealth of information. The current of consideration can be the intensity of a
selected Bragg beam, mostly the specular beam(I00), or the sample current. The
latter is also known as Target Current Spectroscopy(TCS)[16].

One of the �rst experimental studies on multiple scattering e�ects on non-
metallic surfaces was reported in two successive papers by McRae and Caldwell[17,
18]. LEED I00-V studies on LiF(100), NaF, and graphite showed strong inu-
ences of both single Bragg scattering and multiple scattering resonance e�ects.
The dispersion E(kk) of the electronic surface resonances on oxidized nickel sur-
faces with di�erent surface structures has been in detail studied in a number of
papers by McRae, Caldwell and Landwehr[19, 20, 21]. The �ltered net current
results obtained as a function of incoming angle have been compared to free elec-
tron method results and have been used to determine the Fourier coe�cients of
the potential acting on electrons near the surface. Another practical use of �ne
structure observed in I-V curves on both metallic and non-metallic systems re-
lated to pre-emergent Bragg di�raction, has been demonstrated to be in the �eld
of chemisorption studies[22].

The importance of the surface potential barrier in the con�nement conditions
for the waveguide conditions has already been stressed. Numerous I-V results
on especially metallic surfaces have been used to extract information on both
the short and long range part of the potential describing the crystal/vacuum
transition. The short range part has been the main topic of discussion. The
long range part of the surface potential is determined by the image potential,
V (z) = q=2z. The unphysical divergence of this potential for small values of z has
led to the model of a \saturated" image-potential. This is based on the condition
that the surface potential has to match the bulk-value, the inner potential inside
the crystal. In most scenarios the surface potential is cut in three (or two)
parts, see for example Fig. III.2. The image-potential describes the region far
away from the surface (z ! �1), with the image plane at position z0, the inner
potential U0 the region inside the crystal, in between vacuum(z1 < z0) and bulk an
interpolation has been taken. The models of the surface barrier at metal surfaces
di�er mainly near the surface only. Models based on self-consistent electronic
structure results have been found and applied to the (H/)W(001) results[23]. In
a more recent study by Jennings and Jones[24] the interaction of charged particles
with a variety of surfaces has been considered, like; metallic surfaces, dielectric
surfaces(see also later this Chapter) and dielectric overlayers on a metal.

Also in spectroscopic studies like secondary electron emission(SEE)[25] and
EELS, features have been claimed to be related to surface resonances. Regarding
these results some caution should be taken. Especially in the case of SEE there
are more physical processes that can and will result in structures as will be dis-
cussed in the following section. It is di�cult to separate surface resonance and
bandstructure related e�ects. An interesting example is the work published on
BaO[26]. Structure in the low energy secondary electron contribution for primary
energies larger than 50 eV, is claimed to correspond to bandstructure related fea-
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tures. However the authors have neglected the work function correction, which
is required in the case of assigning bandstructure e�ects. The resemblance with
other surface resonance studies make a surface resonance origin for at least some of
the features a plausible one. An illustrative angular resolved SEE study in which
surface resonance structure is proposed has been reported by Best[27]. Surface
resonance e�ects have even been reported in scanning tunneling spectroscopy
data on Al(111)[28].

III.B.1 Pre-emergence Inuences in EELS on Metals

As high resolution EELS was for years mostly used to study the vibrational
spectra of adsorbate systems, also surface resonance related experiments are pre-
dominantly performed at treated surfaces. Results on the vibrational excitations
of hydrogenic modes on tungsten surfaces are reported most often. Especially
Ho, Willis and Plummer contributed important experimental data[5, 29] with
angle dependent Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy. Resonant behaviour as a
function of primary energy was found for phonon intensities normalized to the
elastic contribution. At resonance normalized loss peak heights even larger than 1
were found. It was the strong incoming angle dependence of the resonant energy
that pointed them into the direction of the discussed multiple scattering e�ects,
rather than the original idea they had of a negative ion resonance[4]. In the case
of temporary negative ion resonances the resonance energy is not directly depen-
dent of incoming energy, but is determined by maxima in the unoccupied density
of states. Only the e�ciency of coupling di�ers as a function of incoming angle,
as will be discussed in section IV.G. Vibrational EELS results on H/W(100) by
Woods and Erskine[30] near pre-emergent conditions did show the appearance of
a dipole forbidden lattice vibration and elastic scattering reduction at resonance.
Resonant e�ects in other substrates were also studied, like Pd(100) and (111)[31].
General conclusion from the EELS results on H covered transition metal surfaces
was that at surface resonance conditions dielectric theory breaks down. It was
�Sunji�c[32] who used the experimental information to develop a theoretical model
which to a wider extent can describe the resonance related e�ects in the observa-
tion of vibrational excitations.

Surface resonance signatures in the inelastic part of the spectra on Ni(110)
have been reported by Rebenstor�, Ibach and Kirschner[33]. The signatures ap-
pear as loss features that have nothing in common with \standard" collective
or single particle electronic or vibronic excitations. Constant kinetic energy fea-
tures of which the energy strongly depends on scattering geometry have been
observed. From the strong correspondence between the I00-V curves and EELS
spectra taken on the same sample, a surface resonance related origin was sug-
gested. Interference e�ects were proposed to explain the background intensity
uctuations. Electron con�nement could not be proven from the data presented.
Rocca and Moresco[34] reported the angular dependent behaviour of comparable
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features on Ag(100) and (110). From the angle dependent intensity, with max-
ima away from specular scattering, electron con�nement in image-potential states
and thus the required conditions for waveguide-like behaviour were claimed. Elec-
tron con�nement in image-potential induced surface states as a possible cause of
phonon enhancement in EELS spectra on MgO has been considered by Cox and
Williams[35].

III.B.2 Direct Observation of Image-Potential States on Metals

In the case of electron scattering experiments the inuence of surface states in-
duced by the image-potential on the observed strong variation in elastic scattering
intensity is point of discussion. Multiple scattering theories can reproduce the
measured I00 on Cu(111) quite well, purely based on the interference between
the directly scattered electrons and those involving a single reection with the
wavevector of the pre-emergent beam[12, 13]. Inclusion of image-potential states
resulted only in minor changes in the energy position and shape of the resonance
related �ne structure. As image-potential derived surface states typically have an
energy in the range above the Fermi energy and below the vacuum level, spectro-
scopies like EELS and LEED can not probe these states directly. Signatures of
image-potential induced surface states have however been reported by a number
of groups using techniques that can directly probe image-potential states. Inverse
PhotoEmission Spectroscopy(IPES) was one of the �rst techniques that has been
used to study related features[38]. For a review of general IPES results on metals
see the paper by Smith[36]. A review of the theory behind image state on metal
surfaces has been reported by Echenique and Pendry[37].

Another technique with which important information on the image-potential
states has been obtained is two-Photon PhotoEmission spectroscopy(2PPE). One
photon beam is used to pump electrons into the image-potential induced state,
the second is used to emit the excited electrons. The advantage of this tech-
nique above IPES is the better energy resolution and the possibility to study
the dynamics of the excited state, when time resolution is used. General 2PPE
results on metallic surfaces are reviewed by Steinmann[39] and speci�cally Ni
surfaces by Donath[40]. Strong adsorbate(Xe) dependent e�ects on Cu(111)[41]
and Ag(111)[42] have been observed. The lifetimes of image-potential-induced
states on a variety of clean single crystalline metallic surfaces are discussed by
Schuppler et al.[43]. It is also in this context that they discuss the possibility
of creating and probing with 2PPE a two-dimensional electron gas close to the
surface, based on the free-electron like behaviour of the image-potential states
parallel to the surface as introduced earlier[44].

In the case of IPES and 2PPE electron con�nement has been found in image-
potential-induced surface states. However signi�cant waveguide behaviour can
not be the case. The free-electron like kinetic energy parallel to the surface
is nearly zero, as the empty states are most often scanned in the vicinity of
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Figure III.5: Graphical impression of the possible relation between the density of
states and energy loss features in the case of an insulating sample.

the �-point. See for instance the discussion on the IPES versus LEED results
on Pd(111) by Koukal et al.[45]. The absence of the energy corresponding to
the parallel component of the wavevector, also stretches the variation in total
electron energies at which the resonances take place, probed by the use of di�erent
techniques. In the case of EELS, contrary to some of the other techniques, kk is
at least of the size of the �rst surface Brillouin zone at resonance conditions. The
large kk in combination with the perpendicular electron con�nement conditions
opens the possibility of waveguide behaviour.

III.C Inuence of Density of States

Structures resulting from surface resonance e�ects/waveguide like behaviour as
discussed in the previous section can cause extrema in the elastic reection in-
tensity and (relative) enhancement of inelastic scattering. There are however
more processes that can result in features that might be confused with waveguide
related structure. As electron scattering is sensitive to the electronic structure,
band-structure related resonances can appear. In the case of Electron Energy
Loss Spectroscopy, the convolution of occupied and unoccupied density of states
of the material results in the electronic excitation spectrum, this is illustrated for
the angle integrated case in Fig. III.5 (inspired by a �gure of Aebi et al.[46]). Pri-
mary electrons with an incoming energy relative to the vacuum level Evac impinge
on a sample of which the occupied and unoccupied DOS are shown in the top
panel, which can be probed directly by PES and IPES respectively. The energy
di�erence between the vacuum level Evac and the bottom of the conduction band
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is shown to correspond to the work function �. The conduction gap between the
top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band is taken to be �4
eV. Let us consider the occupied density of states: two peaks appear of which one
strong and narrow and the other weak and wide. For clarity we will consider only
the intense peak, although the same will hold for the weak one. Excitations can
be made from the intense peak to all non-zero intensity states of the unoccupied
part. Care should be taken however with the dipole selection rules. In the case of
specular scattering under the condition of small �E=Ep, excitations are selected
on �l = �1. For simplicity these restrictions are not considered here, especially
because of the fact that in our case �E=Ep is not necessarily small. Excitation
energies, of which the smallest is just across the gap, appear as discrete loss en-
ergies in the EELS spectrum. They also show up in the secondary part of the
spectrum. These are the excited electrons that have a kinetic energy larger than
the vacuum level. Electrons with an energy below this value remain inside the
sample. Notice that the lowest energy excitation in this case can not contribute
to the EELS spectrum. Whereas the loss features have a constant binding energy
relative to Ep, the secondary electrons have a constant kinetic energy. Increasing
the incoming energy will result in a shift of the right part of the EELS spectrum
to larger kinetic energies, the part left of the intersection is �xed in this energy
scale.

The unoccupied density of states can also inuence electron scattering in a
more direct way. Instead of being a �nal state of the excitation process of one
of the valence (or core) electrons, incoming electrons can also directly occupy an
unoccupied state for a certain period. The inuence of such an excited state, with
a �nite lifetime, is called a temporary negative ion(TNI) resonance. When the
energy of the incoming electrons matches the energy of a peak in the unoccupied
electronic structure relative to the Fermi energy, �ngerprints resulting from direct
processes can be found. Enhancement of phonon and multiple phonon intensities
has been found experimentally at selected (Ep+�)-values, especially in adsorbate
studies[4]. Characteristic for TNI resonances is the incoming angle independence
of resonance energy. Changes in the incoming scattering geometry change the
overlap with the lobes of the unoccupied electron wavefunction, and as such the
intensity and not the energy. More information on TNI resonances will be given in
section IV.G, in which proposed observation of TNI resonances on clean NiO(100)
surfaces will be discussed.

So much for the most important processes that can contribute �ne structure
to elastic electron reection experiments. In the following the low energy EELS
results obtained on insulating and semiconducting crystalline surfaces will be
discussed.
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III.D Discussion of Results on Sr2CuO2Cl2

The �rst material under study is single crystalline Sr2CuO2Cl2, of which the
structure is discussed by Miller et al.[48]. Photoemission studies[49, 50] and high
energy EELS[51] have retrieved important information on the electronic structure
of this insulating antiferromagnetic system, with a conduction gap of 2 eV and a
copper-oxygen plane structure similar to the high temperature superconductors.
Crystals grown in two di�erent ways have been used for our low energy reection
EELS experiments, giving identical results: thin plate-shaped crystals grown by
the technique reported by Miller et al.[48] and bulk-like crystals grown by the
method as has been described by N.T. Hien et al.[52]. The energy loss results are
obtained using the Vacuum Generators angle resolved electron spectroscopy sys-
tem described in Chapter I. Ultraviolet Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARUPS)
and EELS, both angular resolved, are performed with the same system by using
the same analyser, which is situated on a two-axis goniometer. The hemispheri-
cal analyser has been used in a 2� aperture angle con�guration. ARUPS results
on the bulk samples are discussed in Chapter V. Free rotation of sample and
analyser enable us to select almost arbitrary scattering geometries. The primary
electron energy can be chosen in the range 1-1000 eV with a combined monochro-
mator/analyzer resolution that can go down to 9 meV. Typical sample currents
are in the 10�11-10�10 A range. The samples are cleaved and measured at a base
pressure of 1�10�10 mbar. Crystal orientations have been checked before intro-
duction by Laue di�raction, and after the measurements by Low Energy Electron
Di�raction (LEED).

Primary energy dependent specular energy loss spectra on the vibrational ex-
citations of Sr2CuO2Cl2 are shown in Fig. III.6. Incoming and outgoing angles
were 50�. Each spectrum consists of a few features; a low intensity gain contri-
bution, the zero-loss peak corresponding to elastically scattered electrons, and
at well-de�ned loss energies the contributions from electrons that have excited,
single or multiple, phonons. In this case of an ionic system Fuchs-Kliewer[53]
surface phonons dominate over bulk phonons because of the large interaction of
the impinging electrons with the induced dipole �eld, originating from the rela-
tive displacement of negative and positive charges at the surface. It is clear from
the spectra that the relative weight of the phonon region strongly changes as a
function of primary energy. The insert shows the �tted single surface phonon
intensities relative to the zero-loss intensity plotted as a function of E�1=2

p . Aside
from the strong resonance at 7.5 eV this results in a straight line as expected
theoretically[47]. Because of the large deviation at 7.5 eV spectra taken with
smaller primary energy steps are shown in the left panel of Fig. III.7. The ab-
solute elastic scattering intensity as a function of primary energy is indicated
in the insert of the right panel. From each spectrum we have subtracted the
non-resonant 7.0 eV spectrum, rescaled to the zero-loss line in each case. The
resulting di�erence spectra are plotted on an absolute intensity scale. From Fig.
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Figure III.6: Specular energy loss results on the vibrational excitations on

Sr2CuO2Cl2. Scattering angles were 50
�. All spectra are normalized to the height of the

zero-loss peak. The insert shows the relative surface phonon intensities as a function

of E
�1=2
p . A dashed straight line has been added as a guide to the eye.

III.7 one can see that the loss region gains weight when approaching a primary
energy of around 7.4 eV, combined with a strong reduction in elastic scattering.
The di�erence spectra show however that there is hardly any gain in weight of the
phonon structure itself, instead a structure less feature with a width of around
250 meV crosses the zero-loss near 7.4 eV primary energy, with an energy disper-
sion directly related to the primary energy. The feature has no weight at the gain
side of the spectrum, but is strong at the loss side, intense at small loss energies
but rapidly losing weight when the energy di�erence with the zero-loss increases
with increasing primary energies. The additional intensity causes the increase of
the phonon region intensity, while the phonons themselves do not show resonant
behaviour. This constant kinetic energy component is proposed to correspond to
the surface waveguide conditions.

Out-of-plane o�-specular measurements near the resonant condition, Fig. III.8,
do show an asymmetric dispersion of the additional peak. The angle � indicates
the di�erence in angle of the out-of-plane rotation of the analyser goniometer, rel-
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Figure III.7: Energy loss spectra near 7.5 eV primary energy. Primary energies are
indicated between the two panels. The left panel contains the as-taken spectra normalized
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of each spectrum with the spectrum taken at 7.0 eV rescaled to the height of each zero-

loss peak. The insert displays the variation of the intensity of the zero-loss contribution

as a function of primary energy.

ative to the specular condition. The specular condition was chosen to be such
that the additional peak was at an energy loss of �250 meV, so dispersion to both
sides could be observed. The resolution and statistics are not as good as in Fig.
III.7, remember that the intensity in this region is very low and the only infor-
mation requested was the energy dispersion of the centre of the wide additional
peak. The kinetic energy condition shifts as a function of momentum transfer
q. The peak moves to higher kinetic energies for o�-specular conditions in the
[1; 0] CuO2 direction, to lower kinetic energies in the direction towards [1; 1]. The
appearance of the peak is obviously not restricted to specular conditions.

For a certain incoming angle increasing the primary energy will result in pass-
ing through emergent conditions, at which Bragg di�raction parallel to the sample
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Figure III.8: Out-of-plane o�-specular energy loss spectra on Sr2CuO2Cl2 near the

resonant condition.

surface can take place. The di�racted electrons are captured in a region near the
surface by reection at the surface potential barrier and reection by the top atom
layer or con�nement in image potential states[2, 54] at well de�ned energies. Elas-
tic scattering e�ects have been shown to be dominated by interference e�ects. The
role of image-potential states in inelastic scattering e�ects is however not known.
For image-potential induced surface states[2, 54, 36] it is known that because
of the pure out-of-plane character of the potential, the perpendicular (k?) and
parallel (kk) components of the electron wavevector can be considered separately.
Surface states related to interference e�ects seem to follow the same relation. The
perpendicular component has to ful�ll the well-boundary conditions, resulting in
a Rydberg series of surface bound states[9]. Parallel to the surface the electrons
exhibit free electron like behaviour, of which the corresponding wavefunctions
match well to those in vacuum. Image-potential states have been observed on
metallic surfaces, see subsection III.B.2. The material under study here however
is insulating. At �rst glance it sounds improbable that the image-potential is
playing an important role here. However even for an insulator the polarization
induced by the charge of an external electron produces a potential Vimage at the
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external charge given by:

Vimage = � q0

2"v1R
(III.5)

where R is the shortest distance to the surface and q0 is the image charge given
by[55]:

q0 = �("
s
1 � "v1)

"s1 + "v1
q (III.6)

with the background dielectric constants of the vacuum, "v1, and sample, "s1,
and the probe charge q. As the image potential is an induced e�ect, the factor
2 arises in equation III.5. The image charge to describe the inuence of the
polarization is of course most e�ective in metallic samples, where "s1 =1 results
in q0 = �q. From optical measurements[56] "s1 is determined to be 5.5, resulting
in q0 = �0:69q. As a result possible inuences of image-potential induced surface
states in the waveguide process is not much lower than in the proven metallic
situation.

III.E Injection by Inelastic Electrons

The Ewald sphere construction of the pre-emergence conditions for the direct pro-
cess can also be ful�lled by inelastically scattered/secondary electrons. Electrons
moving in the direction of the vacuum can ful�ll the Bragg scattering conditions
to be di�racted parallel to the surface. When the primary energy is too large for
the direct process, energy loss processes can be used to reduce the wavevector of
the electron to the required \direct" value. In this case the waveguide can occur
for Ep > 7.4 eV and will occur only in a primary energy region where inelas-
tic scattering processes can get us to 7.4 eV. These scattering processes can be
phonons or multiple phonons with an excitation energy in between 0 and 0.2 eV
or electronic excitations, like that involving an excitation across the conduction
gap accompanied by possible multiphonon excitations, with an energy threshold
at about 2 eV. Higher energy loss processes are also possible. If this is correct
than we should expect such an internal \source" feature to occur at primary en-
ergies of (Ep - ELoss) = 7.4 eV, where ELoss is the excitation energy of a strong
loss feature.

To demonstrate this we show wide scan measurements performed at higher
primary energies. The �rst intense electronic excitation is just across the con-
duction gap of this Charge Transfer (CT)[57] insulator, as is shown in the left
panel of Fig. III.9. Basically the same behaviour as in the phonon spectra is
found. Additional electron source like structure crosses the CT band region at
high enough primary energy and moves away from the CT band, while losing
weight, with increasing primary energy. The constant kinetic energy feature can
be found, at a loss energy given by: ELoss = Ep - 7.4 eV. Also at higher primary
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Figure III.9: Charge Transfer band region in specular energy loss spectra. The same
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energies the feature is found. One of these spectra, Ep = 25 eV, has been included
in Fig. III.9. In this Chapter we will focus on the constant peak structure, as was
shown in Fig. III.7 also dips can appear, in this case in the elastic contribution,
the combination of peaks and dips will be discussed in Chapter IV.

If we plot the EELS spectra as a function of kinetic energy all elementary
features shift with primary energy except the peak of interest, right panel of Fig.
III.9. For clarity only the onset of the zero-loss peaks are drawn. From the change
of weight and shape of the CT band feature as a function of primary energy, and so
as a function of the energy di�erence between the two lines, it becomes clear that
the two processes interfere; contrary to the non-interacting situation where the
CT band would appear rather constant. The fact that the constant kinetic energy
feature interferes with a CuO2-plane originating excitation(CT band) indicates
that the electrons are originating from inside the sample, as the toplayer is a SrCl
layer and not the CuO2-plane.
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The selective primary energy dependent appearance of the waveguide is illus-
trated in Fig. III.10. Energy loss spectra are considered for the primary energies
shown. The crossing of the constant kinetic energy line by the zero-loss line
corresponds to the pre-emergence condition. Below this condition nothing can
happen as the energy and thus the wavevector are too small for the correpspond-
ing Bragg di�raction, above this condition the waveguide feature will appear in
the spectra, when the cross section of the necessary loss process is not zero. The
higher the cross section of the loss excitation, the higher the intensity of the con-
stant peak. The width of the peak also deviates throughout the spectra. The
width of the peak varies with the width of the feature corresponding to the loss
process needed to reduce the energy. The width (�250 meV), determined by the
(multiple) phonon-loss pro�le, when it crosses the zero-loss line in Fig. III.7, is
obviously smaller than the width(�1.3 eV) of the peak at a constant excitation
background, as can be seen at Ep = 25 eV in Fig. III.9. Because of the inelas-
tic/secondary character of the waveguide process at large energy losses, the E
versus k dispersion of the emergent condition weighted by the intensity(k) dis-
persion will be probed, and will result in broadening of the constant line. As the
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Figure III.11: Ewald sphere construction at the emergence condition related to the

g(�1;1) vector for a given azimuthal angle �.

inuence is very strong near 45-50� scattering angles and weak outside this range,
only a part of the complete dispersion will result in the line broadening.

III.F Emergence Conditions for Sr2CuO2Cl2

The momentum dependence of the emergence conditions can be derived by the use
of the Ewald sphere construction[6]. Figure III.11 illustrates the g(�1;1) emergence
condition for arbitrary azimuthal orientation �, assuming a square reciprocal
lattice. A plane perpendicular to the surface normal is penetrated by rods parallel
to the surface normal corresponding to the planar reciprocal lattice vectors gk.
The momentum variation along the surface normal direction is not considered.
Starting k-point is (0,0) from where kk is drawn under an angle given by the
azimuthal orientation. The length of kk is determined by k sin(�in), with k equal

to
q
2mE=�h2 often used as k = 0.51

p
E. The energy of importance is the kinetic

energy of the electrons relative to the vacuum level. From the k-point determined
by kk a circle is drawn with a radius given by the total wavevector k. Increasing
the incoming energy at �xed scattering angles will result in threshold energies
at which the circle is tangent with at least one of the rods related to the two-
dimensional reciprocal lattice vectors. In the simplest case where � is zero, the
emergent conditions (E1gk) for lattice vectors on this line, are given by:

E1gk =

 
gk

0:51(1 + sin �in)

!2

(III.7)

resulting from the condition k + kk = gk. Emergent conditions at arbitrary
scattering angles can be calculated by solving:

E1gk =
�h2

2m

�
(k sin �in � gk cos�)

2 + g2k sin�
2
�

(III.8)
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Figure III.12: Incoming angle dependence of the emergence conditions for selected

azimuthal orientations and indicated lattice vectors.

The structure under study is the surface of Sr2CuO2Cl2, terminated by a SrCl
layer. Although this layer is known to be strongly buckled[48], a at SrCl layer has
been used as a starting point for the emergence conditions calculation. The planar
lattice dimensions are a = b =3.976 �A for the unit cell of this oxychloride[6].
When the SrCl layer is considered separately an additional factor

p
2 comes in,

if we relate it to a planar (100) rock salt structure. The SrCl related reciprocal
lattice is rotated over 45� relative to the reciprocal lattice of the CuO2-plane.
Emergence conditions for jg(�1;0)j = 2�=a?, with a? = a=

p
2 are derived as a

function of kk and �.

Variation of the kinetic energy of the constant features, with incoming or
outgoing scattering angle or azimuthal orientation of the sample as found ex-
perimentally from direct resonance studies like Fig. III.7, has been compared to
theoretical results. Changing the scattering angles while remaining in specular
geometry, results in the following experimental dependence, 8.3 eV(40�/40�), 7.9
eV(45�/45�), 7.4 eV(50�/50�) and 6.9 eV(55�/55�) for the kinetic energy, with
the sample orientation as in the shown direct experiments. From LEED it was
determined that the scattering plane made an angle of 28� with the SrCl direc-
tion, so 17� with the copper-oxygen direction. Bragg beam emergence energies
calculated using this orientation for a wave vector gk of 2.23 �A�1(81=2�=a), with
a = 3.976 �A, give the following series 8.26, 7.78, 7.38 and 7.05 eV respectively,
showing a close resemblance to the experimental values. The full incoming angle
dependence at the azimuthal orientation(� = 28�) has been given in the center
panel of Fig. III.12. It is clear that only a small part of the dispersion is probed
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by the experimental values given. The dispersion of the (-1,0) branch is however
strongly dependent on especially the azimuthal orientation. As a comparison we
have added the extrema in the azimuthal dependence, 0 and 45�. The symbol
lines shown indicate the emergent energies of the corresponding branches, condi-
tions above which matching of the particular lattice vector can appear as constant
kinetic energy lines.

The dependence of the emergence conditions on the azimuthal orientation
is demonstrated in Fig. III.13 for threshold energies below 25 eV. This informa-
tion can be considered as the low electron energy equivalent of the known Kikuchi
lines[58] in high energy scattering experiments. At selected incoming angles rang-
ing from normal incidence to grazing (80�) incidence the full azimuthal depen-
dence is shown. Increasing the incoming angle results in a general reduction of the
emergence energies of all branches as kk increases and the di�erence between the
two high symmetry directions(0� & 45�) increases. (Indirect) Excitation of the
individual branches is only possible at energies(radii) larger than the threshold
energy. Consequently no constant kinetic energy features can be observed within
the region enclosed by the lowest gk beam excitations. Combining the results of
Fig. III.12 & III.13 gives the full 3-dimensional momentum dependent threshold
conditions. As the dimensions and the structure of the Sr2CuO2Cl2 compound
are comparable to the other cuprate systems, kinetic energy features in those
compounds are expected at the same order of energy.

III.G Discussion of Results on Sr2CuO2Cl2, continued

So far we have discussed the results obtained at azimuthal conditions near half
way the [1; 0] and [1; 1] CuO2 directions. In this section the momentum depen-
dence of both the elastic and inelastic processes will be discussed, by studying
the spectra as a function of primary energy and scattering geometry. The ex-
perimental results consist of mainly two kind of studies. One is the primary
energy dependence of specular EELS at �xed scattering geometry, in this way
constant kinetic energy signatures can easily be selected. To be able to relate pri-
mary energy dependent series at preferably high symmetry directions, specular
experiments are performed at �xed primary energy, while changing the azimuthal
orientation. The 4-fold symmetry of the Brillouin zone is expected to result in
identical spectra at di�erent azimuthal angles, when scanning over more than
45�.

Along the high symmetry directions found in the azimuthal scan we performed
series of primary energy dependent spectra to study the inuence of the constant
kinetic energy features on the appearance of energy loss excitation processes. The
orientation of the symmetry lines can be determined in a number of ways: Laue
di�raction, LEED, ARUPS and the azimuthal dependence in EELS experiments.
Once a series of azimuthal spectra concentrating on the constant features has
been measured and correlated to the orientation of the Brillouin zone as derived
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Figure III.13: Azimuthal angle dependent emergent conditions for selected incoming

angles indicated in the top right corner of each polar plot, in the case of the SrCl surface.
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with the use of other techniques, it can be used as calibration of the orientation.

Figure III.14 contains the specular(45�/45�) energy loss spectra along the
CuO2 [1,0] direction(�=45

�), normalized to the height of the zero-loss line. The
primary energy dependent full scan spectra are shown as a function of kinetic
energy relative to the vacuum level. For clarity the dominating zero-loss lines
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are cut out, not subtracted, and replaced by a dot that represents the excitation
energy. The elementary excitations move with the zero-loss line to higher kinetic
energies, except the waveguide related features. In fact this �gure can be directly
compared to the behaviour graphically shown in Fig. III.10, being the experi-
mental counter part. The constant kinetic energy peak(s) traverse the electronic
excitation thresholds with increasing primary energy. Contrary to the graphi-
cal impression, where we discussed only one feature, the experimental data show
several constant kinetic energy contributions. Within the series of lines variation
of intensity and width exists. Strong signature is found in the primary energy
region near 16 eV. The low-energy part of the constant 13.5 eV feature appears
weakly on the low loss side of the Charge Transfer conduction gap at Ep = 14.625.
The structure gains weight and width till the centroid of the line crosses the CT
band. It takes around 3.5 eV till the complete line has moved out of the CT
band window. The origin of the wide line at slightly lower kinetic energy is not
clear. In the results on Ni(110)[33] constant features corresponding to the same
threshold have been reported up to a few eV below the threshold energy, starting
with a weak and wide n=1 contribution followed by a more narrow and intense
n=2 line. As such it is possible, that the 13.5 eV line is the n=2 line and the
wide feature at �11.5 eV n=1, both related to the same threshold.

This study has been extended to higher primary energies, Fig. III.15. At
higher primary energies we expect to probe the region where the constant features
have a constant behaviour, due to the excitation background (see high primary
energy region of Fig. III.10). As we are focusing on the constant kinetic energy
features, the spectra are normalized to the height of the 7.9 eV feature in each of
the spectra. An additional line is found at around 19 eV relative to the low Ep

regime. The inuence on the CT band is much weaker in the case of the 19 eV line
relative to the 13.5 eV line, it even seems that the CT band is reduced in weight in
the region where it is crossed by this line. Contrary to what we discussed before
there are conditions where several constant features are recognizable within one
spectrum. Constant kinetic energies of 5.4 eV, 7.9 eV, 13.3-5 eV and 19.1 are
found along this speci�c high symmetry direction.

Figure III.16 shows the results comparable to Fig. III.14, along the other high
symmetry CuO2 direction [1; 1] (�=0�). In this case constant kinetic energy fea-
tures at 4.8 eV, 6.6 eV, 15.8 eV, and 21.0 eV are found. The last line appears more
clearly in the higher primary energy spectra normalized to the 6.6 eV constant
feature, as shown in Fig. III.17

The variety in width and intensity of the several features forces us to be critical
in assigning the origin of each line. Features related to waveguide behaviour
should have a dispersion as a function of azimuthal angle, see section III.F. The
azimuthal dependence around [1; 0] at 27.5 eV, is shown in Fig. III.18. The data
in this �gure are as-taken, with the azimuthal angle �. It becomes clear that the
appearance of the feature at 13.5 eV kinetic energy, 14 eV energy loss, is restricted
to the region near [1; 0] and its energy does not disperse. If we compare the kinetic
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Figure III.15: Primary energy dependence in the 19-30 eV region along the [1; 0]
direction. The specular EELS spectra on Sr2CuO2Cl2 are normalized to the 7.9 eV

constant kinetic energy feature.

energies found experimentally with the theoretical values shown in Fig. III.12, it
becomes clear that not all lines can be addressed. Surface buckling can be a
possible inuence which is not accounted for in the calculations.

III.H Discussion of Results on NiO(100)

One of our �rst ideas on a possible explanation for the constant kinetic energy
features was related to the stacked 2-dimensional character of the oxychloride sys-
tem. Alternating positive/negative layers can result in conditions where negative
carriers are con�ned in the positively charged layer, while they can not traverse
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Figure III.16: Primary energy dependence of the specular results along the [1; 1]
symmetry direction of Sr2CuO2Cl2. Spectra are normalized to the zero-loss line.

the negative layer on either side, similar to the quantum mechanical solution of
the 1-dimensional well problem. It even shows some resemblance with the surface
resonance process, in which the surface well layer con�nes the electrons. Match-
ing of the perpendicular component of k would play an important role in this
alternatingly charged layer picture. Although no related behaviour could be ob-
tained from the emergence dispersion found experimentally, measurements on a
3-dimensional ionic system with charge neutral layers should clarify the problem.
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Figure III.17: Primary energy (above 30 eV) dependence of the specular results along

the [1; 1] symmetry axis of Sr2CuO2Cl2 . Spectra are normalized at the 6.6 eV constant

kinetic energy feature.

If the behaviour could not be observed, an alternatingly charged layer origin was
supported. If however the behaviour was found, data could be obtained on a the-
oretically less di�cult semi-in�nite system. The anisotropy of the Sr2CuO2Cl2
material along the c-axis was an important di�culty in theoretical calculations
to describe the observed behaviour, before the waveguide description came up as
a possibility. The alternating layers of CuO2 and buckled SrCl, made it hard to
distinguish the contributions of the several layers.

For a NiO(100) surface it is known[59] that the reconstruction at the surface
relative to the bulk is very small(< 1%). As a result the semi-in�nite system is
easier to describe theoretically in comparison to the Sr2CuO2Cl2 structure. Re-
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Figure III.18: Azimuthal dependence around the [1; 0] direction of the CuO2 Brillouin

zone of Sr2CuO2Cl2 taken at 27.5 eV primary energy.

search on the existence and possible dispersion of constant kinetic energy features
on NiO(100) could be very well combined with other points of interest; the mo-
mentum dependence of phonons and d-d excitons (Chapter IV) and the possible
reduction of the surface band gap (Chapter VI).

Threshold condition calculations for the reciprocal lattice of the NiO(100)
surface do not di�er dramatically from the Sr2CuO2Cl2 results. The structure is
the same, but this time the lattice wavevector value is jg(�1;0)j = 2�=a?, with a? =

a=
p
2. The lattice constant a is taken to be 4.17 �A. The emergence conditions

obtained for NiO(100) at the two high symmetry directions are shown in the two
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Figure III.19: Emergent energies E1gk(kk) for NiO(100). The incoming energy

dependence along the high symmetry directions is depicted in the two outer panels.

outer panels of Fig. III.19. The polar plot in the center shows the full azimuthal
dependence of the emergence conditions up to 35 eV at an incoming angle of 45�,
like Fig. III.13. The azimuthal angle � is taken relative to the surface reciprocal
net vector [1; 0]. This direction di�ers 45� with the shortest real lattice Ni-O
direction.

Experiments were performed on samples cut from large single crystals. The
crystals used were obtained from commercial supply[60]. Some experiments have
been performed on crystals grown by the elliptical mirror furnace as described
by N.T. Hien[61], giving identical results. Samples were glued with Torr seal
on standard size copper sample plates and surrounded with graphite to achieve
electric conduction. Surfaces with a typical size of 4�4 mm were in-situ prepared
with the use of a cleaver at a base pressure of 1�10�10 mbar or better. Careful
dosing of electron beam current prevented charging e�ects to appear even at very
low primary energies. Crystal orientation have been checked by Laue di�raction
and LEED. As the crystal can only be cleaved along the (100) plane, the (100)
planes forming the sides of the rectangular samples could be used to align the
crystal by eye as a starting point.

Figure III.20 shows the specular primary energy dependent wide scan results
along the [1; 1] direction. The same spectra are discussed in Chapter IV as a
function of energy loss. For clarity reasons the zero-loss line is cut out and the
spectra are normalized to the intensity at the constant kinetic energy feature at
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Figure III.20: Kinetic energy representation of the primary energy dependent specular

EELS results along the [1; 1] high symmetry direction of the specular results taken on

NiO(100).

6.2 eV. The appearance of the 6.2 eV feature is rather independent of excitation
energy. This is contrary to the feature near 10.5 eV. At conditions where the
10.5 eV line crosses the CT band at 4 eV energy loss, around 15 eV primary
energy, strong asymmetric structure is observed. At larger primary energies this
behaviour is absent. A high energy line is observed at 29.2 eV kinetic energy,
which is accompanied by very high elastic scattering intensity at the direct res-
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onance conditions. The three lowest energy theoretical values of E1gk along the
[1; 1] direction are 9.4((-1,0),(0,1)), 12.0(-1,1), and 32.2((-2,1),(-1,2)) eV, as can
be obtained from Fig. III.19.

In order to study the region of k-space over which the asymmetric structure
observed near 15 eV primary energy along [1; 1] extends, azimuth dependent
scans at 18 eV primary energy have been performed. The primary energy was
selected slightly above optimal primary energies, to be able to trace possible
dispersion to both sides over a larger region as we are dealing with a threshold
limited excitation. The azimuthal scan with as-taken intensities is shown in
Fig. III.21. The intense loss structure visible in the 18 eV spectrum along [1; 1]
extends to azimuthal angles far from the high symmetry direction. Other striking
observations are the selective appearance of the weak inner-gap d-d excitons near
the [1; 1] direction and the variation of the CT band intensity with azimuthal
orientation. In Fig. III.20 it was shown that in the primary energy region below
20 eV an intense and relatively sharp CT band is observed, whereas this is not
the case at higher primary energies or along the other high symmetry direction.

Primary energy dependent spectra taken along the [1; 0] direction are shown
in Fig. III.22. Whereas spectacular behaviour was found at low primary energies
along [1; 1], this is not the case along [1; 0]. Constant kinetic energy features are
found at 5.4, 11(step), 18, 21, and 30.25 eV. The four lowest energy theoreti-
cal values of E1gk(kk) derived are 6.0(-1,0), 18.7((-1,1),(-1,-1)), 23.9(-2,0), and
34.9((-2,1),(-2,-1),(0,1),(0,-1)) eV, as is shown in Fig. III.19. From the results in
Fig. III.21 we can conclude that considering the experimental series along [1; 0]
and [1; 1], the features at 6 and 5.4 eV, and 11 and 10.5 eV are related. Two
points need to be considered when relating the experimental and theoretical re-
sults. First there is the dispersion inuence in the case of the inelastically injected
waveguides, as has been mentioned. As a result constant kinetic energies should
be derived at threshold conditions. Second the binding energy correction en rela-
tive to E1gk(kk) as is discussed in eq. III.1. Taking into account these inuences,
good agreement is found between experiment and theory. Accurate determina-
tion of the kinetic energies for several gk beams at as sharp as possible threshold
conditions is expected to be useful for achieving valuable detailed information on
the surface potential at dielectric surfaces. Signatures of the waveguide process
in \standard" energy loss dependent EELS studies on NiO(100) will be discussed
in Chapter IV.

III.I Discussion of Results on WSe2

Besides experiments performed on insulating oxides also semiconducting WSe2
samples have been examined for constant kinetic energy behaviour. The pho-
toemission spectra of this diselenide lamellar system are much studied[62] with
high resolution photoemission spectroscopy. The observation and explanation of
the intense and sharp features near the Fermi energy, exhibiting a large energy
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Figure III.21: Azimuthal angle dependence of the specular results taken on NiO(100)

with a primary energy of 18 eV.

dispersion, formed a large challenge for the spectroscopic community. This in-
terest was further supported by the wide variety of physical properties[63] that
the layered transition metal dichalcogenides display. The promising use of this
kind of materials in optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices has renewed the in-
terest, also from a spectroscopic point of view[64], as a better understanding of
the electronic structure is essential for further progress in this �eld. From a com-
bination of photoemission-inverse photoemission the indirect band gap has been
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determined to be 1.2 eV[64]. Our choice to check the existence of constant kinetic
energy features in WSe2 is based on the 2-dimensional character of this system,
caused by the weak Van der Waals forces that act between the layers. This re-
sults in unreconstructed very at and inert single crystalline surfaces, which are
expected to be a prerequisite for the observation of surface electron waveguides.
Samples are grown by the use of the chemical vapour transport technique. The
orientation of the surface Brillouin zone has been checked by LEED. As WSe2
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cleaves very easily experimental problems can occur when charging is caused by
electron irradiation of disconnected pieces.

The results are shown in Fig. III.23 for the two planar high symmetry direc-
tions in this class of compounds. The orientations of the second order LEED
spots are indicated in the top right part of each panel. Although there are more
interesting aspects of the spectral features observed, we restricted ourselves to
the observation of constant kinetic energy features. The series of energy loss
spectra at the two high symmetry directions, normalized to the intensity of the
lowest constant feature around 3 eV, show various kinetic energies for constant
energy features, as was the case for Sr2CuO2Cl2 and NiO. We have not performed
calculations of the emergence conditions on the hexagonal Brillouin zone. The
observation of constant kinetic energy features and the dependence on the az-
imuthal orientation were our goals at that moment. Detailed research on this
from an application point of view interesting material can be the topic of future
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studies.

III.J Waveguide Fingerprints in Photoemission Spectra

In section III.E we have discussed the indirect process of inelastic electrons being
Bragg di�racted parallel to the surface. The emission method of electrons is
not important, only the electron energies and emission directions are. Electrons
emitted by ultraviolet light will follow the same conditions as those created by
inelastic processes in the EELS experiments for the primary energy range as
discussed here. Indeed similarities have been found in photoemission experiments
on the same compounds as we have studied with energy loss. In a photon energy
dependent photoemission study on Sr2CuO2Cl2 Schmidt et al.[65] observed a
constant energy feature at 7 eV kinetic energy. They addressed this line to
a chlorine related Cl MVV Auger excitation. As the photon energy is in the
Helium I range Auger related features are unlikely to have a large cross-section.
Features related to the 3-step Auger process are usually observed at medium and
high electron energies. In relation to the momentum dependence of the results
presented here an origin corresponding to the indirect waveguide process seems
more probable. In the photoemission results on Sr2CuO2Cl2 as will be discussed
in Chapter V no attention has been addressed to this excitation. At the constant
photon energy we used (He I) the feature is already far above the Fermi energy,
and outside the binding energy region of interest. The photon energy dependence
as presented in the work by Schmidt et al. make constant kinetic energy features
more easy to be identi�ed.

Another photoemission analogy has been found in an unexplained peak in the
spectra of McKay and Henrich on NiO[66]. The observed peak in both their pho-
toemission results and in electron beam (Ep = 100 eV) induced secondary electron
emission, can be directly compared with our energy loss results on waveguides on
single crystalline NiO in section III.H.

Indirectly injected waveguides can lead to discrete features in (angular re-
solved) photoemission spectra. As the process discussed is fundamental for single
crystalline samples more photoemission studies on this kind of materials should
show waveguide related features. Most studies are however performed at selected
photon energies, whereas especially the photon energy dependent results make
the waveguide related �ngerprints conspicuous.

III.K Conclusions

In conclusion, we have performed primary energy dependent angle resolved Elec-
tron Energy Loss Spectroscopy on Sr2CuO2Cl2, NiO and WSe2. A strong re-
duction of elastic scattering has been found at pre-emergence Bragg conditions.
At higher primary energies where the direct process of the same Bragg di�rac-
tion is not possible, the surface waveguide is injected with inelastically scattered
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electrons. The inelastic process can reduce the energy/angle combination to the
desired value. Once injected into the waveguide the emission conditions are the
same as for the direct process and as a result the process shows up as a source
of constant kinetic energy electrons. The origin corresponds to electron beams
running parallel and close to the surface, captured by the surface potential barrier
and elastic scattering at the top layer. Possible inuences of electron con�nement
in image-potential induced surface states is expected. The waveguide behaviour
should be seriously considered when studying the primary energy dependent in-
tensity of all elementary excitations. The electron waveguide appearance is not
technique speci�c as is supported by the resemblance of our features with peaks in
photoemission results on the same compounds. The observation and explanation
of constant kinetic energy features as surface electron waveguides will enlarge the
possibilities of future energy loss studies. In �rst order only two spectra taken
under the same scattering geometry but at di�erent primary energies are needed
to visualize waveguide related features.
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